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The Myth and Mankind series is for mythology lovers. The series blends mythology with the art and history of each ancient culture. Each of these 20 volumes is lavishly illustrated in color. Heroes of the Dawn: Celtic Myth. Lost Realms of Gold: South has been added to your Cart. Add to Cart. Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser. This book is a great cross reference between reality and fiction. The stories presented by Lost Realms give the myth of The Incas as well as provide a large amount of historical as well as archaeological information about their culture then and now. The book also does a great job of composing a fluent and entertaining air that keeps the reader interested. The book is as well simply a marvously brilliant book for its amazing ability to tie together cultures as well as present universal and primal myths of the world so clearly. An amazing and elaborate work yet easy for anyone to understand & Rumored city of gold in South America. [1]. Elysian Fields. The realm of Louhi in Finnish Mythology, literally translated its name means "North". Purgatory. In the Catholic religion, a place where impure souls of those who die are made ready for Heaven. Two of the legendary Seven Cities of Gold supposed by Spanish conquistadors to have existed in the Americas. Scholomance. A legendary school of black magic run by the Devil himself, located in Hermannstadt (now: Sibiu, Romania). Located in the mountains, south of the city Sibiu, near an unnamed lake. Sierra de la Plata. (Spanish: Silver Mountains), was a legendary treasury of silver that was believed to be located in South America. Shambhala.